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Abstract. Keyword-based queries are an important means to retrieve
information from XML collections with unknown or complex schemas.
Relevance Feedback integrates relevance information provided by a user
to enhance retrieval quality. For keyword-based XML queries, feedback
engines usually generate an expanded keyword query from the content
of elements marked as relevant or nonrelevant. This approach that is
inspired by text-based IR completely ignores the semistructured nature
of XML. This paper makes the important step from pure content-based
to structural feedback. It presents a framework that expands a keyword
query into a full-ﬂedged content-and-structure query. Extensive experiments with the established INEX benchmark and our TopX search engine
show the feasibility of our approach.

1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation

XML has seen increasing importance recently to represent large amounts
of semistructured or textual information in digital libraries, intranets, or the
Web, so information retrieval on XML data is growing more and more important. XML search engines employ the ranked retrieval paradigm for producing
relevance-ordered result lists rather than merely using XPath or XQuery for
Boolean retrieval. An important subset of XML search engines uses keywordbased queries [2, 8, 31], which is especially important for collections of documents with unknown or highly heterogeneous schemas. However, simple keyword
queries cannot exploit the often rich annotations available in XML, so the results
of an initial query are often not very satisfying.
Relevance Feedback is an important way to enhance retrieval quality by integrating relevance information provided by a user. In XML retrieval, existing
feedback engines usually generate an expanded keyword query from the content
of elements marked as relevant or nonrelevant. This approach that is inspired by
text-based IR completely ignores the semistructured nature of XML. This paper
makes the important step from content-based to structural feedback. We extend
the well-established feedback approach by Robertson and Sparck-Jones [21] to
expand a keyword-based query into a possibly complex content-and-structure
query that speciﬁes new constraints on the structure of results, in addition to
“standard” content-based query expansion. The resulting expanded query has
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weighted structural and content constraints and can be fed into a full-ﬂedged
XML search engine like our own TopX engine [25, 26].
As an example, consider the keyword query (query 204 from the INEX benchmark [12]) moldovan semantic networks. Without additional knowledge, it is
unclear that the term “moldovan” actually refers to the author of a paper about
semantic networks. Additionally, it is very unlikely that the author name and
the terms “semantic network” occur in the same element, as author names are
usually mentioned in diﬀerent places than the content of articles. A query with
constraints on both content and structure would probably yield a lot more relevant results, but it is impossible to formulate a query like the following without
knowledge of the underlying schema:
//sec[about(.//au, ‘‘moldovan") and about(., ‘‘semantic networks")]
The techniques presented in this paper automatically construct a content-andstructure query from a keyword-based query, exploiting relevance feedback by
a user. This paper makes the following important contributions: (1) It presents
a formal framework to integrate diﬀerent classes of query expansions, beyond
content-based feedback, into XML retrieval, (2) it presents the implementation
of four expansion classes, and (3) it evaluates the performance of the techniques,
showing a huge gain in eﬀectiveness with the established INEX benchmark [12].
The primary goal of this paper is to show that structural feedback helps
to enhance result quality. The paper does not claim to present the ultimately
best implementation of structural feedback, but opens a whole design space and
presents variants that give reasonably good results.
1.2

Related Work

Relevance feedback has already been considered for document retrieval for a
long time, starting with Rocchio’s query expansion algorithm [22]. Ruthven and
Lalmas [23] give an extensive overview about relevance feedback for unstructured
data, including the assessment of relevance feedback algorithms.
Relevance feedback in XML IR is not yet that popular. Of the few papers that
have considered it, most concentrate on query expansion based on the content
of elements with known relevance [5, 14, 24, 30]. Some of these focus on blind
(“pseudo”) feedback, others on feedback provided by users. Pan et al. [16] apply
user feedback to recompute similarities in the ontology used for query evaluation.
Even fewer papers have considered structural query expansion [9, 10, 15, 18, 19].
Mihajlovic̀ et al. [15, 18, 19] proposed deriving the relevance of an element from its
tag name, but could not show any signiﬁcant gain in retrieval eﬀectiveness. Additionally, they considered hand-tuned structural features speciﬁc for the INEX
benchmark (e.g., the name of the journal to which an element’s document belongs), but again without a signiﬁcant positive eﬀect. In contrast, we propose a
general approach for feedback that can be applied with the INEX data, but does
not rely on any INEX-speciﬁc things.
Hlaoua and Boughanem [9] consider common preﬁxes of relevant element’s
paths as additional query constraints, but don’t provide any experimental evaluation of their approach.
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The work of Hsu et al. [10] is closest to our approach. They use blind feedback
to expand a keyword-based query with structural constraints derived from a
neighborhood of elements that contain the keywords in the original query. Our
approach considers the whole document instead of only a fragment, can generate
constraints with negative weight, and integrates also content-based constraints.

2
2.1

Formal Model and Notation
Data Model

We consider a ﬁxed corpus of D XML documents with E elements. For such a
document d, E(d) denotes the set of elements of the document; for an element
e, T (e) denotes its tag name and d(e) the document to which it belongs.
The content c(e) of an element e is the set of all terms (after stopword removal
and optional stemming) in the textual content of the element itself and all its
descendants. (Note that XML retrieval engines usually use this content model,
while boolean languages like XPath or Xquery typically only use the content of
the element itself.) For each term t and element e, we maintain a weight we (t).
This can be a binary weight (we (t) = 1 if the term occurs in e’s content and 0
otherwise), a tf-idf style [13] or a BM25-based [1, 29] weight that captures the
importance of t in e’s content. The content c(d) of a document d is deﬁned as
the content c(r) of its root element r.
We maintain a number of statistics about the occurrence of terms in documents and elements: The document frequency dft of a term t is the number of
documents in which the term appears in the content. Analogously, the element
frequency eft of a term t is the number of elements in which the term appears
in the content.
2.2

Queries and Relevance of Results

We use an extended version of INEX’s query language NEXI [27]. NEXI basically
corresponds to XPath restricted to the descendants-or-self and self axis
and extended by an IR-style about predicate to specify conditions that relevant
elements should fulﬁl. The wildcard symbol ’*’ matches any tag and can be
used to formulate keyword queries in NEXI. We extend NEXI with additional
weights for each content constraint. A typical extended NEXI query looks like
the following:
//article[about(.,‘‘0.8*XML")//*[about(//p,‘‘0.4*IR -0.2*index")]
The result granularity of such a query are elements. The relevance of an
element with respect to a query relevance model is measured binarily, i.e., an
element is either relevant or nonrelevant.

3

Expanding Keyword-Based Queries

We studied the content-and-structure queries from INEX to ﬁnd patterns that
are regularily used in such queries to describe relevant elements, in addition to
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content conditions on the result element. A canonical example for such a query
is the following:
//article[about(.,‘‘XML") and about(//bib,‘‘numbering")]//sec[about(.,IR)
and about(//par,index)]

that is a content-and-structure version of the simpler keyword query “XML
IR index numbering”. In contrast to the keyword query, the structured query
speciﬁes a tag (or, more generally, a set of tags) that relevant elements should
have (“I am interested in sections about ’IR’”). Additionally, this query contains
constraints on the content of descendants of relevant elements (“sections with a
paragraph about ’index’”), the content of ancestors (“sections in articles about
’XML’”), and the content of descendants of ancestors (“sections in articles that
cite a paper about ’numbering’”).
As such a content-and-structure query speciﬁes much more precisely the conditions that relevant elements must satisfy, we can expect that a search engine
will return more relevant results for a content-and-structure query than for the
keyword query, provided that the content-and-structure query correctly captures
the same information need as the keyword query.
Our feedback framework aims at generating a content-and-structure query
from a keyword query, exploiting relevance feedback provided by a user for some
results of the keyword query. This section presents the core elements of our
feedback framework. We start with the formal model for relevance feedback,
discuss possible expansions of a query, show how the possibly best expansions
can be selected, and how an expanded query is generated.
3.1

Feedback Model

We consider a keyword query q = {q1 , . . . , qp } with a set E = {e1 , . . . , el } of
results with known relevance, i.e., elements for which a user has assigned an
exhaustivness value e(e) and a speciﬁcity value s(e). We say that an element e
is relevant for the query if both e(e) and s(e) are maximal (i.e., have the value
+
3 in INEX), yielding a set E + = {e+
1 , . . . , eR } of relevant elements and a set
−
−
E − = {e1 , . . . , eN } of nonrelevant elements.
Note that even though this paper considers only binary relevance, it is possible to extend the mechanism presented here to approaches where relevance
is measured with a probability-like number between 0 and 1, for example by
representing E + and E − as probabilistic sets.
3.2

Candidates for Query Expansion

Following the discussion in the beginning of this section, we derive the following classes of candidates for query expansion from an element with known
relevance:
– all terms of the element’s content together with their score (C candidates),
– all tag-term pairs of descendants of the element in its document, together
with their score (D candidates),
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– all tag-term pairs of ancestors of the element in its document, together with
their score (A candidates), and
– all tag-term pairs of descendants of ancestors of the element in its document,
together with their score and the ancestor’s tag (AD candidates).
The system can be extended with additional classes of candidates like tags, twigs,
or paths, which is subject to future work.
Formally, we consider for an element e
– the set C(e) = {t ∈ c(e)} of its C candidates, i.e., the terms in its content,
– the sets A(e) of A and D(e) of D candidates, i.e., all triples (a, T (e ), t) where
e is an element in e’s document that is an ancestor/a descendant of e, a is
the relative position of e and e (ancestor or descendant), T (e ) is the tag
name of e , and t is a term in the content of e , and
– the set AD(e) consists of its AD candidates, i.e., triples (T (e ), T (e ), t)
where e is an ancestor of e, e is a descendant of e , and t ∈ c(e ).
The candidate set Γ (e) := C(e) ∪ A(e) ∪ D(e) ∪ AD(e) is the set of all candidates
for element e. We extend the notion of frequencies from terms to candidates as
follows: The element frequency ef (c) of a candidate c is the number of elements e
for which c ∈ Γ (e), and its document frequency df (c) is the number of documents
that contain at least one element e with c ∈ Γ (e).
3.3

Weights for Expansion Candidates

To weight the diﬀerent candidates, we apply a straight-forward extension of
the well-known Robertson-Sparck-Jones weight [21] to element-level retrieval in
+
(c) of a candidate c is computed analogously to RobertXML. The weight wRSJ
son and Sparck-Jones with binary weights:
+
wRSJ
(c) = log

E − efc − R + rc + 0.5
rc + 0.5
+ log
R − rc + 0.5
efc − rc + 0.5

Here, for a candidate c, rc denotes the number of relevant elements which contain
the candidate c in their candidate set, R denotes the number of relevant elements,
and E the number of elements in the collection. As the RSJ weights do not
yield useful values if there are no relevant results at all, we additionally compute
another weight for each term that captures its importance within the nonrelevant
results:
−
(c) = log
wRSJ

E − efc − N + nc + 0.5
nc + 0.5
+ log
N − nc + 0.5
efc − nc + 0.5

where nc denotes the number of nonrelevant elements which contain the
candidate c in their candidate set and N denotes the number of nonrelevant
+
elements. The weight wRSJ (c) of the candidate is then wRSJ
(c) if R > 0 and
−
−wRSJ (c) otherwise, so we consider our new weight only if there are no relevant
results at all.
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Selecting Expansion Candidates

The set of all possible expansion candidates is usually very large and contains
many unimportant and misleading expansions, so we have to select the best b of
them for generating the expanded query. This problem already exists for contentbased expansion of keyword queries, and several possible weights have been proposed in the literature that go beyond naively ordering terms by their weight, like
prefering terms that occur in many relevant elements [6], Porter’s Algorithm [17],
and the expected mutual information measure EMIM [28]. We use the so-called
Robertson Selection Values (RSV) proposed by Robertson [20]. For a candidate c,
its RSV has the form RSV (c) = wRSJ (c)·(p−q), where p = rc /R is the estimated
probability of the candidate occurring in a relevant element’s candidate set and q
is the probability that it occurs in a nonrelevant element’s set. Unlike Robertson
who assumed q to be negligible, we estimate q = nc /N as there are usually a lot
more nonrelevant than relevant elements in the top results. We ignore candidates
that occur only within the documents of elements with known relevance as they
have no potential to generate more relevant results outside these documents. We
order the union of the remaining candidates by their RSV and choose the top b of
them, where b is a conﬁguration parameter of the system. To be able to generate
a valid NEXI query in the next step, we have to limit the A and AD candidates
chosen to contain the same ancestor tag.
3.5

Generating an Expanded Query

Using the top-b candidates, we generate a content-and-structure query from the
original keyword query. This expansion is actually straight-forward, and the
generated query has the following general structure:
//ancestor-tag[A+AD constraints]//*[keywords+C+D constraints]
As an example, if the original query was ’XML’ and we selected the A candidate
(anc,article,’IR’), the AD candidate (article,bib,’index’) and the D candidate
(desc,p,’index’), the expanded query would be
//article[about(.,’IR’) and about(//bib,’index’)]//*[about(.,’XML’)
and about(//p,’index’)]
Each of the expansions is weighted, where the weight is the candidate’s RSJ
weight adjusted by a factor that depends on the candidate’s class. C and D
candidates help ﬁnding new relevant results, so they should get a high weight;
we allow for C and D conditions at most the weight of all original keywords (to
make sure that the new constraints don’t dominate the query’s results). As an
example, for a query with four keywords and six C and D expansions, the factor
for each expansion is 46 . On the other hand, A and AD conditions are satisﬁed
by most – if not all – elements of a document, so they generate a huge amount
of new result elements, most of which will be nonrelevant. Their weight should
therefore be smaller than the weight of C and D conditions. We choose a fraction
β of the accumulated weight of existing keyword conditions, with β = 0.2 in our
experiments.
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Architecture and Implementation

Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of our extensible feedback framework.
Each candidate class is implemented with a standard interface that allows a
simple integration of new classes.
query

X Search
Engine

results
feedback

query +
results

C
Module

D
A
Module Module

AD
Module

expanded query

Candidate Classes

Weighting + Selection
Fig. 1. Architecture of the feedback engine

The initial results of a query are presented to the user who gives positive or
negative feedback to some of the results. This feedback is sent together with
the query and its initial results to the feedback framework which forwards them
to the available candidate classes. For each class, all possible candidates are
computed for the results with known relevance. Out of all those candidates, the
best b candidates are selected and used to build the expanded query that is
sent back to the engine which evaluates it and presents the results to the user.
The user may now again submit feedback for some of the new results, triggering
another feedback cycle. To facilitate an automatic assessment of the feedback
approach, the system can additionally import queries and results from INEX (see
Section 5.1) and automatically generate feedback for the top-k results, using the
existing INEX assessments.
We have implemented the framework in Java with the candidate classes shown
in Section 3.2 and the TopX search engine. Our implementation requires that
important information about elements is precomputed: unique identiﬁers for the
element (eid) and its document (did), its pre and post order to facilitate the
evaluation of structural query conditions like the XPath axes [7] or any other
similar information, its tag, and its terms (after stemming and stopword removal), together with their score. This information is stored in a database table
with schema (did,eid,pre,post, tag,term,score) that contains one tuple
for each distinct term of an element. We can reuse an existing inverted ﬁle of
an XML search engine that typically captures similar information, possibly after
some transformation. On the database side, we provide indexes on (eid,did)
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to eﬃciently ﬁnd d(e) for an element e and on (did) to eﬃciently collect all elements of a document. Inverse element and document frequencies of the diﬀerent
candidate classes are precomputed (e.g., while initially parsing the collection)
and stored in database tables, too.
For each element with known relevance, the implementation of the feedback
engine ﬁrst loads the complete content of the element’s document and computes
all possible expansions in memory with the ief for the candidate loaded from the
database. The additional constraint on the candidate’s document frequency is then
only checked for the best candidates that are considered for expanding the query.

5
5.1

Experimental Results
Settings

We use the INEX [12] benchmark for XML IR that provides a set of 12,107
XML documents (scientiﬁc articles from IEEE CS), a set of NEXI queries together with a manually assessed set of results for each query, and an evaluation
environment to assess the eﬀectiveness of XML search engines. INEX provides
a Relevance Feedback Track [11, 4] that aims at assessing the quality of diﬀerent feedback approaches. As this paper concentrates on keyword-based queries
(content-only topics or CO for short in INEX), we used the set of 52 CO queries
from the 2003 and 2004 evaluation rounds with relevant results together with
the strict quantization mode, i.e., an element was considered as relevant if it
exactly answers the query.
A run is the result of the evaluation of all topics with a search engine, it
consists of 1500 results for each topic that are ranked by expected relevance.
The measure of eﬀectiveness is the mean average precision (MAP) of a run.
Here, we ﬁrst compute for each topic the average precision over 100 recall points
(0.01 to 1.00) and then take the macro average over these topic-wise averages.
Note that absolute MAP values are quite low for INEX (with 0.152 being the
best MAP value of any participating engine in 2004). This reﬂects the fact that
XML retrieval is inherently more complex than document retrieval as not only
relevant documents, but also relevant elements within these documents have to
be identiﬁed. In addition to MAP values, we also measured precision at diﬀerent
positions for each run.
To assess the quality of feedback algorithms, we use the residual collection
technique [23] that is also used in the INEX 2004 Relevance Feedback Track.
In this technique, all XML elements that are used by the feedback algorithm,
i.e., those whose relevance is known to the algorithm, must be removed from the
collection before evaluation of the results with feedback takes place. This includes
all k elements “seen” or used in the feedback process regardless of their relevance.
Under INEX guidelines, this means not only each element used or observed in
the RF process but also all descendants of that element must be removed from
the collection (i.e., the residual collection, against which the feedback query is
evaluated, must contain no descendant of that element). All ancestors of that
element are retained in the residual collection.
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Table 1. Precision at k for the baseline run
k
5
10
15
20
prec@k 0.231 0.204 0.191 0.174

For all experiments we used the TopX engine that fully supports the evaluation of weighted content-and-structure queries. The baseline for all experiments
is a run for all 52 INEX topics, with 1500 results for each topic. Table 1 shows the
macro-averaged precision for this run for the top-k ranked elements per topic,
for diﬀerent k; this corresponds to the average fraction of relevant results among
the elements used for top-k feedback.
To select the candidates for query expansion, we tried using the plain weight,
the number of relevant elements with the feature, and RSV. In our experiments,
all of these gave similar results with a small advantage for RSV, so we report
only the results for experiments with RSV for feature selection.
5.2

Results

Table 2 shows the MAP values of our experiments with diﬀerent combinations
of candidate classes for query expansion, providing relevance feedback for a different number of top elements of the baseline run and selecting the best 10
candidates for expansion. Note that all values, including those for the baseline,
are computed for the residual collection. It is evident that using only candidates of class D consistently outperforms the established content-based feedback
(candidates of class C), with an increase over the baseline run of almost 150%
for top-15 feedback. Candidates of classes A and AD did not perform too well
if used alone, but this could be expected as using these candidates potentially
adds a lot of nonrelevant elements to the result of the expanded query (see
Section 3.3). However, if they are combined with the other classes and relevance for at least 10 elements is provided, the combination outperforms all other
combinations.
We also measured the precision of the feedback runs at diﬀerent positions; the
results are depicted in Table 3. Again, using class D candidates outperformed
traditional content-based feedback and gained up to 100% increase over the
baselines’ precision values. The combination of all candidate classes was again
best if feedback for more than 10 results was available.
Table 2. MAP values for top-k feedback runs with diﬀerent conﬁgurations and diﬀerent
values of k
k
5
10
15
20

baseline
0.0493
0.0544
0.0290
0.0498

C
0.0727
0.0748
0.0659
0.0644

D
0.0757
0.0784
0.0717
0.0725

C+D
0.0772
0.0778
0.0709
0.0721

A
0.0520
0.0584
0.0574
0.0555

AD
0.0540
0.0528
0.0560
0.0594

A+AD A+C+D+AD
0.0497 0.0647
0.0547 0.0777
0.0575 0.0742
0.0579 0.0759
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Table 3. Precision@p values for top-k feedback runs with diﬀerent conﬁgurations and
diﬀerent values of k

6

k baseline C

D

5
10
15
20

0.1529
0.1373
0.0980
0.1120

0.1804
0.2078
0.1804
0.1800

0.2118
0.2471
0.1922
0.1960

5
10
15
20

0.1411
0.1275
0.1039
0.1040

0.1569
0.1647
0.1569
0.1480

0.1588
0.1765
0.1627
0.1720

5
10
15
20

0.1333
0.1163
0.1033
0.0933

0.1412
0.1438
0.1333
0.1307

0.1412
0.1634
0.1529
0.1360

5
10
15
20

0.1255
0.1108
0.0902
0.0830

0.1373
0.1314
0.1245
0.1170

0.1363
0.1431
0.1382
0.1150

C+D

A
p=5
0.2157 0.1725
0.2392 0.1686
0.1843 0.1412
0.2160 0.1360
p=10
0.1667 0.1549
0.1745 0.1373
0.1647 0.1235
0.1700 0.1140
p=15
0.1464 0.1373
0.1621 0.1280
0.1490 0.1124
0.1360 0.0987
p=20
0.1412 0.1255
0.1412 0.1186
0.1343 0.0980
0.1190 0.0890

AD

A+AD A+C+D+AD

0.1686
0.1752
0.1529
0.1600

0.1765
0.1451
0.1490
0.1360

0.2000
0.2391
0.1922
0.2000

0.1490
0.1471
0.1294
0.1320

0.1412
0.1451
0.1314
0.1200

0.1569
0.1843
0.1667
0.1820

0.1399
0.1307
0.1216
0.1147

0.1373
0.1294
0.1176
0.1080

0.1346
0.1608
0.1490
0.1467

0.1275
0.1245
0.1078
0.1080

0.1245
0.1225
0.1029
0.0990

0.1245
0.1373
0.1343
0.1260

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has made important steps from content-based to structural feedback
in XML retrieval. It presented an integrated solution for expanding keyword
queries with new weighted content and structure constraints as a part of an
extensible framework and showed huge performance gains with the established
INEX benchmark of up to 150% for MAP and up to 100% for precision under
the evaluation method used in the INEX 2004 relevance feedback track.
Our future work will contentrate on adding new candidate classes (like twigs,
tags and paths) and extending this work to queries with content and structural
constraints. We also plan to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our approach with
pseudo relevance feedback.
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